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SUM UMRY

SIBYL2 is an inviscid-viscous blade-to-blade method for calculating the

detailed aerodynamics and overall performance of compressor blades. It may be

applied either on its own to predict the flow for individual blade sections, such

as the mid span of a linear cascade, or in conjunction with a throughflow calcu-

lation to predict the performance of a complete axial compressor.

A previous AGARD paper by the author described applications of SIBYL2 to

most of the compressor cascade test cases which have subsequently been selected

by AGARD Working Group 18: generally good agreement was obtained. This current

paper presents new predictions for the V2 and ARL SL19 cascades and for the high

speed compressor cases. It is hoped that this will be one of many sets of calcu-

lations for these cases, so that an improved understanding of each case may be

obtained, together with an appreciation of the strengths and weaknesses of

different computational approaches.
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Application of SIBYL2 to the AGbD 111 8 Ccmpressor Test Cases 3

W J Calvert
Propulsion Departnnt

Royal Aerospace Establi,,,.vt
Pyestock, Farnborough,

Hamrpshire, UK

SUMMARY experimental data of many inporant areas of
high speed flows, due primarily to the

lBYL2 is an inviscid-viscous blade-to-blade relatively small sczle of turbcmachinery
Y, tnod for calculat. Yj the detailed aero- blading. Thus sane aspects of the codes
dynamics and overall performance of conpres- cannot be adequately validated. Given this
sor blades. I- may rx! applied either on its situatinn, theve is ruch to be gained by
own to predict -ne flow for individual blade aplying c.-_iP! to a wide range of test cises
sections, such es the mid span of a linear aid by caparing the results from different
_az r'ide, or in conjL,!ction with a throughflow codes for the same test cases. An irportant
caLu.ation to predi-tr tl performance of a contributi.a of W.18 is to have identified a
coaplete axial coapzessor. suitable sut ot test cases to initiate this.

A previous AGARD paper by tCe author descri- The main code employed in the present work is
bed applications of SIBYL to rost of the ti.e RAE SIBML2 method 3. This is an invitscid-
copressor cascade test cases whicQ. havc. riscous interact.ion technique for predicting
subsequently been selectea -y AGARD Working the blade-to-blade perfonmnce of axial
Group 18: generally good a;'ement as ccxlpressors. It can be applied either on its
oble-ned. This current paper presents new own to individual blade sections, such as the
pri. iitson-s for the V and A&!. SL19 cascades mid span of ". linear cascade, or linked to a
anj ior tne high speed conpror cases. It strealine curvature throughflow method in an
is hc'e. that this will be one of many sets Sl-S2 system to give a carplete quasi-three-
of ca culations for these cases, so that an dinnonal prediction of the flow and
improve undetstanding of each case may be overall perfomance of one or more blade
obtained, together with an appreciation of rows.
the strengths and weaknesses of different
caputational approaches. A brief description of the SIBYL2 and Sl-S2

nethods is given in section 2 of this paper.
LIST OF SYMOLS Section 3 the- reviews the result6 fran

previous applications 4 of S1BYL2 to the
c blade chord compressor cascade test cases chosen by W.18
H boundary layer shape factor 8*/0 and presents further predictions for the V2
M Mach numfber high subsonic cascade and new predictions for
P static pressure the ARL SL19 transonic cascade. Results from
a flow angle, degrees the RAE Sl-S2 system for the tiree high speed,
&* boundary layer displacement thickness ccrpressor cases are then given in section 4.
0 boundary layer mmentun thickness
(0 loss coefficient based on upstream 2. GRAL DESCIPTIO OF METHMS

conditions
92 stream tube contraction (upstream! The RAE SIBYL2 method is an inviscid-viscous

downstream) interaction technique to predict the blade-
to-blade performance of axial carpressor-.

Subscripts The inviscid part consists of a tine mardhing
Euler calculation, based on Ref 5, so it can

conditions at upstream boundary of handle transonic flows: shock waves can be
cascade or inlet to blade row captured and the losses due to them can be

predicted. The calculation takes place on a
conditions at downstream boundary of specified axisymmetric stream surface, and it
cascade or exit from blade row includes the effects of rotation and of

varying radius and stream tube thickness in
1. INTRMCTICN the axial direction. The viscous calculation

is an integral technique consisting of three
Validation/calibration of carputer codes parts to estimate laminar boundary layer
agaList suitable tc ;t cases is a highly development, transition point and turbulent
irportant area of Crrutational Fluid boundary layer development respectively.
Dynamics which is rightly receiving increased The inviscid-viscous matching prccedure
attention, as shown for exarrple by Ref 1. employs mixed modes to allow a valid solution
The current state-of-the-art for turbo- to be obtained even when there are regions of
machinery test cases is indicated by the separated flow due to shock wave/boundary
selection made by At3RD Working Group 18 layer interactions or to excessive diffusion.
(W318). These cover a useful range of The viscous calculatiois continue in the wake
practical cascades and rotating machines, downstream of the bladed regi on, and a
and provide a reasonable amount of data on ccrpressible flow mixing calculation is
the flow fields as well as measurerents of carried out on the downstream boundary to
overall performance. However, as nnt-d hy A. e-in +h e vit Conditio,.q T'.-_Q the
WG!8 in Chapter III, neither the experi- method provides both details of the internal
mental data nor the flow codes are perfect. flows, including boundary layer development,
Also it is not generally possible to obtain and predictions of the blade section c¢erall
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pe-formance, such as exit flow angle and specified as an input to the S1-S2 system.
lsses. Thev additional losses are modelled by a

cosjtant dcag force in the S1 calculation and
In order to enploy the SIBYL2 methcd to L" U effects are fed to S2 via the normal
precdict the performance of coplete blade SI-S2 linkirg. Although the need for such
rows, it .. ,st be linked with a throughflow input i6 one of the limitations of the S1-$2
calculdtion which deteunines the spanwise approach, the ease with which such correc-
variations of the flow and ensures that tions can be incorporated in order to ture
radial equilibrium is satisfied. A semi- the model for a given ccapressor can be a
autoatic SI-S2 procedure for this is descri- distinct advantage in practice. It is
bed in Ref 6. This procedure has now been eiphasised, however, that apart front the
automated, with both the SBK'L2 calculation stated end losses and annulus wall blockage
for the blade-to-blade sections ana tae factors no other corrections were employed
streamline curvature cqlculation for the hub- for the cases presented herm.
to-tip flow incorporatud into one progrza.z
together with the blade geometry ana data 3. CCMPRESSOR CASCADE TEST CASES
link rojtines. The streamline curvature
routine I is an inproved modular version of AGARD working Group 18 selected four
that previously enployed. It allows curved copressor cascades suitable for inviscid-
calculating planes to be bcecified to give &r" viscous blade-to-blade methods:-
accurite match to the leading and trailing
edges of each blade row. Spanwise m.xing i E/CA-2 V2 High Subsonic Cascade
terms have been added to some versions of the
routine, but these were not included in the ii E/CA-3 CNMERA 115 High Subsonic
present SI-S2 calculations. Cascade

The basic pi inciples of the SI-$2 interaction iii E/CA-4 DFVIR L030-4 Low Supersonic
remain the same. Essentially there are three Cascade
parts to each loop:-

v E/CA-5 ARL SL19 Transonic Cascade
i the performance of the blade-to-
blade sections is predicted by SIBYL2 - SIBYL2 has previously been applied to the
this involves calculations for up to 9 first three of these and the results are
sections on each blade row. given in Ref 4. There was generally good

agreement between the test results and
ii the hub-to-tip flow throughout the predictions, in terms of both internal flow
whole conpressor is calculated by the S2 details such as blade surface pressure
streamline curvature method, using the distributions and overall perfomance para-
pitchwise averaged data from the SI meters such as static pressure ratio anti exit
solutions, flow angle. The only significant problem

area was that increases in losses at high
iii the relative flow angles and incidence were not predicted directly, but
stream tube geometry from the Sl and S2 relied on the user noticing the high effec-
parts of the calculation are compared to tive incidence indicated by the solution and
see whether the solution has converged - specifying revised starting conditions for
if not new blade geometry for each the surface boundary layer calculation. For
section is found by calculating the cases near optinum incidence, deviation
intersections between the stream angles were predicted to about ± 10, static
surfaces from the current S2 solution pressure ratios to ± 4% and overall loss
and the blade aerofoils. coefficients to ± 2% of inlet dynamic head.

These levels of accuracy have been confirmed
Target convergence criteria for the complete in applications of the code to other cas-
Sl-S2 solution are typically a) Sl and S2 cades, such as the supercritical designs
relative flow angles agreeing to within 0.10, described in Refs 8 and 9.
and b) S] and S2 stream tube thickness
variations agreeing to 0.1%. The number of The test conditions chosen by W.18 for the
S1-S2 loops required to achieve this depends CNERA 115 and DFVIR L030-4 cascades are the
on the difficulty of the blade section same as, or similar to, those previously
operating conditions a,-: th'P nuser of blade studied. Therefore only calculations for the
rows involved. Awo..._ e.rg, loops are V2 and ARL SL19 cascades will be presented
generally sufficient fi. oite or two blade here.
rows, but more will be -_-_ded, for exarple,
if blade choking i. - nficantly affecting 3.1 Vz Subsonic Crpressor Cascade
the flow distro cion. The solutions from
the previous 1oo-p provide the starting The V2 cascade is a high canber (56.80), high
conditions for calcul~tirnz on the current solidity (2.22) design with 7% thick DCA
loop, so that the procedure i-' quite blade profiles. Twelve test conditions were
efficient. For exanple, a solution for tMe selected by WS38, coverina inlet Mach nzbers
hr iyp- RD s-cgw see sectiol 4.21 requires from 0.3 to 0.85, inlet flow angles from
about 6 hours CPU on a Stardent 1500 mini- 47.50 to 54.50 and stream tube contraction
supercarputer. ratios from 1.08 to 1.39.

It should be noted that, in order to obtain As noted in Refs 2 and 4, the axial variation
realistic losses towards the blade ends, assured for stream tube thickness between the
empirically derived extra losses must be easured upstream and downstream values is
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critcal, but also open to uncertainty. Two to -any reasons. SaTe rf the more ob ious
plausiblt. assumptions could be (a) a linear ones are:
variation with strx'anwise distance between
the two reasuring planes, and (b) constant i errors in the prediction of tians-
values upstream and downstream and a linear ition between laminar and turbulent flow
variation between the leading and trailing
edge planes of the cascade. For the V2 ii the effect of high free-stream
cascade, which has a high aspect ratio of turbulence on the turbulent boundary
3.75, the fozmer is more likely to be correct layer - this is not included in the
ana this is confinred by the cakculations for present calculations
the test condition with values of M/0./ of
0.80/54.5/1.39 (Fig la). Assumption (a) waa iii the general uncertainty in predic-
therefore adopted for all subsequent calcula- ting separated turbulent boundary layers
tions for this cascade.

iv errors in masuring very thin
Tne choice of stream tube thickness variation boundary layers - the reasured displace-
ig a good example of a situation where there rent thickness is only 0.4 nn at 42%
is uncertainty in the experisental data; and chord
hence where ccxmparisons against other methods
run with the sane assunptions would be parti- v errors in measuring unsteady flows
cularly useful, with a pneumatic probe

An 89 x 16 calculating grid was erployed for vi errors in measuring reverse flows
all calculations of the V2 cascade, with 51 x with a forward facing probe
16 points equally spaced in the axial and
tangential directions within the blade row. The level of agreement achieved in this case
Outside the row, the axial spacing was is typical of tnat for the test conditions
increased by a constant factor to give up- near opti-tn incidence.
stream and downstream boundaries for the
calculation damain 0.8 axial chords from the The remaining two operating conditions -
blade row. 0.80/52.5/1.12 ai4 0.80/54.5/1.23 - are

stalled, with reasured loss coefficients of
The twelve W318 test conditions can be over 10%. As previously noted, such
grouped into three categories: (a) choked conditions can be identified by the fact that
flow, (b) operation near optimun incidence mnxinun blade loading occurs at the leading
and (c) stalled flow. The three choked flow edge. The user can then specify that the
conditions are:- 0.85/49.5/1.20, suction surface boundary layer starts as a
0.80/47.5/1.17, and 0.80/49.5/1.27. They turiulent layer, with a mramentum thickness
dcmonstrate that, relative to a nominal Reynolds number of about 500. A solution
unchoked condition of 0.80/49.5/1.20, choked with the boundary layer tripped in this way
flow can be produced by small changes in Mv, for the condition 0.80/52.5/1.12 is shown in
CL, or Q. SIBYL2 successfully predicts this. Fig id. The results for surface Mach nuwber
For example, the predicted Mach number and suction surface displacemant thickness
contours, blade s.r.f-ce Mach number distri- agree quite well but the predicted shape
butions and d-velopment of the boundary layer factors for the suction surface are raich
displacevent Lhiukness and shape factor at higher than deduced from the boundary layer
0.85/49.5/1.20 are shown in Fig lb, together meas nts.
with the test data. There is good agreerent
between prediction ard test, except for the In this context it is interesting to consider
levels of shape factor near thi trailing edge the loss produced by applying a compressible
of the suction surface. flow mixing calculation to the reasured

suction surface boundary layer parameters at
The point at 0.80/49.5/1.12 is typical of the S8% chord. At the two stalled flow condi-
seven operating conditions near optimzn tions this loss exceeds the total loss
incidence with easured loss coefficients deduced from the wake traverses oy about 25%.
below 5%. The predicted Mach number Assuming that the suction surface loss should
contours, blade surface Mach number distri- be about the sane proportion of the total
butions, and boundary layer developrent are loss as at the other test conditions (ie 80%)
shown in Fig Ic, together with the test data. implies that the maentum thickness should be
It can be seen that the overall performance about half of the stated value. This would
parameters match quite well, although the obviously be in much better agreerent with
discrepancy of 1.30 on exit flow angle is the predicted values of marentum thickness
higher than usual. There is also close and shape factor.
agreexent between the predict.d inviscid Mach
numbsrs on the blade surfaces and the alues An alternative approach to tripping the
deduced from the reasured surface static boundary layer would be to employ a grid with
pressures. The agreement between predi tion nuch closer axial spacing near the leading
and test for the suction surface boundary edge and to assume that all boundary layers
layer Aevelopment is reasonable -amlitati- e )rh ,ulent Thi would givS nionn
vely, but the predicted values of shape broadly carparable with the Navier-Stokes
factor are higher than the test values in the solutions for the V2 cascade shown in Ref 10.
separated flow region near the trailing edge, However, a grid giving better modelling of
while the predicted values of displacement the leading edge region would be needed to
thickness near mid chord are lower than the obtain grid-independent solutions. Also the
test values. These differences could be due process of laminar separation, transition and
TM P 1204
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turbulent reattachnent for high incidence surface static pressures and the predicted
flows needs to be understood better so that inviscid total pressures. The agreement
more realistic models of the viscous flow between prediction and test is generally
(either integral boundary layer calculations good. Note that the calculation indicates
or turbulence models) can be developed, the presence of strong shock wave/boundary

layer interactions on both the suction and
3.2 ARt SL19 Transonic Compressor CatSade pressure surfaces of the blade. It is

possible that the pre-shock boundary layer on
The ARt SL19 transonic compressor cascade was the pressure surface could be laminar,
derived fra a rotor section of a single although transition has been forced upstream
stag-- compressor 11 with a design point of the shock in the SIBYL2 solution, and this
pressure ratio of 1.9. It is a thin, high might erplain the discrepancies between
stagger (56.90), low canber(-.9 0 ) section prediction and test in this region. The
with a design point inlet Mach nuaber of agreement between measured and predicted
1.616. Cascades with similar blades have overall perfotnanoe parameters is reasonable
been tested in facilities at Detroit Diesel - the predicted unique incidenoe inlet angle
Allison (DDA) 2, DFVLR 13 and ONERA 14, and and the exit flow angle are both 10 too high,
one test point from each series was selected static pressure rise agrees to about 5%, and
by W318. total pressure loss is 10% compared with a

ireasured value of 12%.
A guide to the relevance of each operating
condition can be obtained by computing the The predictions are quite sensitive to the
pressure ratio and efficiency of a corres- assumptions made about stream tube thickness.
ponding rotor section from the measured For exanple, taking a constant value upstream
overall cascade performance - for this of the initial shock wave reduces the predic-
purpose the rotor section was assumed to have ted inlet flow angle by 0.80, while assuming
zero inlet absolute flow angle and constant a linear variation between the plane of the
stream surface radius. The results for all upstream static pressure tappings and the
the DDA test points taken at the design inlet downstream traverse plane increases the value
Mach number 12 were as follows:- by 0.8'. There is also same uncertainty

about the appropriate blade shape to use for
Cascade Rotor Rotor the calculations, since the two instrumented
static total adiabatic blades in the cascade both differed slightly
pressure pressure efficiency fram the design intent and some blade defonr-
ratio ratio % ation due to the aerodynamic loads was

observed during testing 15. Using the reasu-
1.220 1.086 67.8 red shape of the suction surface blae given
1.468 1.180 77.0 in Ref 2 reduces the predicted inlet flow
1.672 1.318 81.8 angle by 0.70, whereas the shape for the
1.870 1.489 84.0 pressure surface blade is much closer to the
2.036 1.674 84.8 design intent.
2.097 1.727 83.8
2.220 1.801 81.1 Once again calculations with a number of
2.300 1.868 82.2 different codes would be instructive and

might enable a consensus view to be reachedThis cltarly shows that the points with of the appropriat3 boundary conditions to be
higher static pressure ratios are of greater applied.
practical interest to the compressor engi-
neer, and it is these which the SlBYL2 method 4. HIGH SPEED OCUPRE$SOR TEST CASES
was developed to predict. Of the WG18 test
conditions only the DFVLR point falls into As mentioned above, the S1-$2 system
this category. incorporating SIBYL2 has been applied to all

three high speed compressor test casesFor the SIBYL2 calculation of the DFVLR test selected by W,18 viz:
point the stream tube thickness wag assumed
to be constant upstream of the cascade i E/QO-2 NASA Transonic Rotor 67
leading edge and to reduce linearly with
axial distance to the measured value at the ii E/CO-3 RR HP9 Subsonic Stage
traverse plane 47% of gap axially downstream
of the blade trailing edge. A 119 x 21 iii E/CO-4 DFVIR Transonic Stage
calculating grid was employed for the time
marching part of the calculation, with 81 x The system was kept the same throughout and
21 points within the blade row equally spaced similar calculating grids were applied. Nine
in both axial and tangential directions. The S1 sections ware used to model each blade row
test value of inlet tangential velocity was and the grids used 'or the time marching part
specified and the operating condition for the of the S1BYL2 calculations were similar to
solution was chosen such that the main those used for the cascades in section 3
pressure rise on the suction surface occurred above. The S2 solutions typically erployed
close to the measured position. 21 srrPminpQ and tere .... Ab.--

calculating planes between the leading andThe predicted Mach number contours, blade trailing edge planes of each blade row.
surface Mach number dist ributions and bound-
ary layer development for the design blade The inlet total pressure profiles for each
shape are shown in Fig 2, together with the conpressor were based closely on the measured
Mach nutbers deduced from the measured data, except that no attempt was made to
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achieve zero values of velC'ity at the walls. However, the calculation predicts a rmre
Small amounts of annulus wal.l blockage, about distinct shock in the un-overed passage at
1% for the two transonic fans and 2 % for 30% blade height for boti. conditions than was
HP9, were included to allso for this. The reasured with the laser anenrmeter.
losses used to model end effects were assuTed
to affect the outer regions of each row: the The predicted boundary layer development for
loss coefficients were specified to drop from the suction surface indicates a trailing edge
15% at the annulus walls, to zero at a separation for the sections over the inner
distance of 1/3 rotor chord from the walls, third of the span, with the shock wave/
This assumption is in line with that made for boundary layer interaction near mid chord
previous Sl-S2 calculations of the rotor row becoming significant and causing sate separ-
of transonic civil fans 6 16. If mre than ation over the outer half of the blade. The
one stage were being considered, it would interaction is sufficiently strong at the
obviously ce necessary either to include the peak efficiency condition to cause coplete
effect of spanwise mixing within the S2 part separation of the boundary layer downstream
of the calculation, or to use a more even of the shock for the tip sections.
distribution of extra loss.

4.2 RR HP9 Subsonic Ccnpressor Stace4.1 NASA Transonic ROtor 67

The Rolls-Royce .T9 rig is a single stage
Rotor 67 is the first stage rotor of a two model of one of t e later stages in a civil
stage fan. It was tested as an isolated row HP ccxpressor. it therefore has a much
to provide data for coparison with numerical higher inlet hub/tip ratio (0.84) and lower
predictions which were free fram circum- rotor aspect ratio (0.9) than the other two
ferential variations due to stationary blade W318 carpressor cases. Inlet spoiler rings
rows. The rotor has an aspect ratio of 1.6 are employed to generate a suitable inlet
based on average span/mid height chord, and velocity profile. The type "rD" case
at inlet the tip diameter is 514 mm with a selected by WG18 has conventional blade
hub/tip ratio of 0.375. The design point profiles, a design stage pressure ratio of
conditior. are a tip speed of 429 m/s, an 1.24, a mass flow rate of 9.1 kg/s and a tip
inlet tip relative Mach nutmber of 1.38, a speed of 251.3 m/s at ISA inlet conditions.
rotor pressure ratio of 1.63 and a mass flow Tip diameter is 518.2 nram.
rate of 33.25 kg/s. Laser anemometry was
extensively used to neasure details of the All three operating conditions - maxinum
internal flcw fields, and radial traverses flow, mid chic and near surge - were studied
with a combination probe were carried out to using the Sl-S2 system. The predictions at
detenrmine the inlet and exit variations of maxirmum flow and mid chic were straight-
total and static pressure, total terperature forward, but the initial attemrpts for the
and flow angle. near surge point failed. The high incidences

for the Sl sections nearest the hub caused
Two operating conditions were selected by very high levels of profile loss to be
WG18 - one near peak efficiency and the other predicted for this region:, these resulted in
near stall. The flow at both conditions was even more arduous flow conditions being
predicted using the S!-$2 system and same of calculated for the next SI-$2 loop by the S2
the results are shown in Figs 3 and 4. Con- part of the system and eventually the SIBYL2
sidering firstly the overall performance, the calcu:itions failed to converge. The present
mass flow rate at the pressure ratio for the SI-S2 technique is probably over-sensitive to
peak efficiency condition was predited to be local flow problems like this, since there is
34.0 kg/s, about 1% below the test value, no all,,i noe for spanwise moverent of low
Predicted adiabatic efficiency was 92.3%, energy ooundary layer flows - inclusion of
ccrapared with a test value of 93%. At the sparwise mixing in the S2 calculation should
mass flow for the near stall point, the help in this respect. Also, the assuaption
predicted pressure ratio and efficiency were that stream surfaces remain axisymnetric
1.727 and 91.6%, ccrrpared with test values of means that the relief of the eidhwall flow
1.728 and 90.1%. There is also good agree- conditions due to three-dirensional flows i'
ment between the predicted and measured is neglected, a fundanental limitation of the
radial profiles of total pressure and axisynretric SI-S2 approach. To enable a
tenperature at rotor exit, as shown in Fig 3. solution to be obtained for HP9 at the near
(The values plotted are relative to the inlet surge mass flow, Sl calculations were carried
conditions at mid span.) out only between 10% and 90% blade heights

(the other Sl-S2 solutions included
The predicted Mach nutrer contours at the two calculations for sections within 5% height of
conditions for the blade-to-blade sections at calculationsiforesectionstwithine5%theightio

30%,70%and 0% pan romthe ub re sown the walls) with extrapolation used to obtain30%, 70% and 90% span fron the hub are shown the conditions for stream surfaces closer to
in Fig 4, together with the predicted blade the walls.
surface ach nuirbers and boundary layer
developrent. The contours may be ccrpared Predicted Mach number contours and distriblu-

- l w., -- tions and boundary layer developrent for thefrom the test data given in Fig 17 of Ref 2. rotor and stator mid height sections at the
The agreerent is quite good for the outer three operating conditions are shown in Fig
sections, with the SI-S2 system correctly 5. These demonstrate the range of operating
predicting the dual shock system noted in Ref incidences which are to be expected at diffe-
1" at the peak efficiency condition, and the rent points along a constant speed character-
single normal shock wave just detached from istic for a single stage corrpressor - high
the blading at the near stall condition. positive blade loadings at the leading edge

ni P 1204
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near surge, roughly zero 1o" %-Inq at mid chic system over-estimates the rotor efficiency by
and high negative loadings at 0,,hain flow. about 4% at both conditions, and this results
TM' predicted boundary layer tPhaviour is in significantly higher pressure ratios being
typical of blade sections with circular arc oredicted at a given mass flow. The magni-
cambez lines. On the suction surface the tude of this discrepancy is disappointing,
shape factors are relatively low over most of gi,. n the level of agreement on overall
the chord, indicating attached boundary pxc:"onrance for the other two cases and for
layers. However, there is rapid growth near ota-r transonic fans. In particular the
the trailing edge where the boundary layer SI-S2 system has not identified any reason
has become too thick to withstand the to tne peak efficiency of the DFVR rotor
constant diffusion associated with the bein) over 5% lower than for NASA rotor 67,
circular arc camber line and separates. On which has a similar pressure ratio, tip speed
the pressure surface the boundary layer ar- aspect ratio. It will be interesting to
remains attached throughout, apart from a see whether other CFD methods can explain
possible laminar bubble near the leading edge -Lis difference.
at the maximum flow point. No interblade
measurements are available for comparison D.~pite the poor agreement on overall per-
with these data. founance, the predicted Mach number contours

for the rotor at 18%, 45%, 68% and 89% blade
There is sorw uncertainty about the rotor heigt,,s ar in close aareement with those
exit conditions for this case 2, and so the given in Figs 10 and 1i of Ref 2 (See Fig 8).
ccmparisions shown between prediction and At peak efficiency the solution correctly
test (Fig 6) are for the circumferentially predicts an oblique leading edge shock near
averaged conditions downstream of the stator. the rotor tip with a maximin suction surface
The main discrepancies are that:- Mach number of about 1.4. At 68% height the

shock is becorming more normal, and by 45%
i the temperature rises near the height it is detached from the blade leading
outer casing are overestimated - this edge. The predicted diffusion of the flow
could be due to the relatively crude within the blade passage also matches the
allowance for end wall effects, or to test data well. The predicted suction
neglecting spanwise mixing effects in surface boundary layer development sho'4s a
the S2 throughflow calculation. gradual progression with blade height,

roughly similar to that for NASA rotor 67.
ii the predicted efficiencies at the Near the hub, separation occurs only near the
near surge condition are much higher trailing edge; by about 45% height the shock
than measured - this is probably wave/coundary layer interaction has beccme
associated with the problems in strorn enough to cause a snall separation
predicting high incidence flows noted in bubble at about mid chord, and the extent of
section 3.1 above. Improved agreement the separation at the trailing edge has
could be obtained by "tripping" the reduced; at 68% height the mid chord separa-
suction surface boundary layers at the tion has inceased and the trailing edge
blade leading edge. separation has disappeared; and at 89% the

shock wave/boundary layer interaction is
Apart from this the agreement obtained is strong enough to cause complete separation
reasonable, particularly when the uncertainty for the rear part of the blade.
due to the manufacturing tolerance of 0.750
on blade stagger angle is considered. If the At the point nearer surge, the shock wave has
prediction at the maximum flow point is moved forward and it is just detached from
repeated with the rotor and stator rows the leading edge at 89% height in both
restaggered open by this amunt, then at the prrxdicted azc measured results. The shock
same exit flow function there are increases be-c.es fitrther detachec at 68% and 45%
of 0.9% on mass flow, 0.012 on pressure ratio heights, ard at 18% theie is only a small
ana 1.2% on efficiency. region near the leading edge where the flow

is supersonic. The predicted boundary layer
4.3 DFVLR Transonic Copressor Stage behaviour is similar to that at peak effici-

ency except that the shock/boundary layer
The DFIVL transonic fan has an inlet tip interaction near the tip is predicted to be
diameter of 398 nrm, an inlet hub/tip ratio of slightly weaker and the boundary layer
0.5 and a rotor aspect ratio of 1.7. The reattaches before the trailing edge. How-
design point pressure ratio is 1.51 at a mass over, gi-en the high effective incidences
flow rate of 17.3 kg/s and a blade tip speed indicated over the inner half of the blade,
of 421 T/s. The rotor has been tested with it is likely that the actual suction surface
two different stator rows: the laser amo- boundary layers are rather thicker.
metry measurements of the rotor flow field
were taken with the NACA 65/60 stator row and 5. CW=nMG REMARKS
this is the configuration which has been
studied using the Sl-S2 system. The SIBYL2 inviscid-vr,_nu in-'ter'ction

method has now been applied to all the high
Predictions were carried out at the sane exit speed compressor cascade test cases selected
mass flow functions as the two test condi- by AGARD W18, and, linked with a streamline
tions selected by W918 and the predicted and curvature throughflow method in an SI-S2
measured radial distributions of perfonmance system, to all the high speed ccrpressor
are ccmpared in Fig 7. The agreement is much cases. The predictions obtained are
poorer than for the other two cllpressors generally in encouraging agreement with the
The main problem seems to be that the S1-S2 eyperimental data, both in terms of the
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features of the internal flows and the 7. Dunham, J., et al, "A new turbcioachinery
overall perfom-ance parameters. throughf low program using the streamline

curvature method", Unpublished RAE report,
For the copressor cascades the blade 1990.
choking/unique incidence angles and deviation
angles are predicted to about ±i !°, the 8. Fuchs, R., et al, "Experimental
static pressure rise to ± 4% and (less investigation of a supercritical compressor
satisfactorily) the total loss coefficient to rotor blade section", in "Advanoed Technology
± 2% of inlet dynamic lead, for operation for Aero Gas Turbine Ccaponents", AGA CP
below stalling incidence. The increased 421, May 1987, Paper 39.
losses which occur at high positive incidence
are not fully predicted autcnatically, but 9. Steinert, W., et al, "Design and testing
such situations cai be detected by examining of a controlled diffusion airfoil cascade for
the effective incidence predicted for the industrial axial flow ccapressor
blade. It is believed that inprovements are applicaticn", AIZE Paper 90-GT-140, 1990.
needed both in the viscous mnxelling and in
the numerical resolution of the leading edge 10. Dawes, W. N., "A ca'parison of zero and
region before -his type of flow can be one equation turbulence modelling for
predicted correctly. turbcnmchinery calculations", ASYE Paper

For the copressor test cases, the predicted 90-M-303, 1990.

results for the NASA rotor 67 and for the HP9 11. Wennerstrom, A. J., "Experimental study
stage agree well with the measured results. of a high-through-flow transonic axial
In particular, peak efficiency levels are ccpressor stage", Proceedings 6th ISABE,
estimated to within about 1%. The results Paris, po 447-457, 1983.
for the DFVMR stage are less satisfactory:
the rotor efficiency is over-estimated by 12. Fleeter, S., et al, "Experimental
about 4%, despite close agreement between the investigation of a supersonic compressor
measured and predicted blade-to-blade Mach cascade", ARL TR 75-0208, June 1975.
nunsers. Thus the present method fails to
explain the difference of over 5% in measured 13. Tweedt, D. L., et al, "Eqerimental
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Figs 2&3
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Fig 4a
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Fig 4b
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Fig 5
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Figs 6&7
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Fig 8a
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Fig 8b
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